
Michalis Famelis - Research Statement

In late December 2014 austronauts in the International Space Station 3D-printed a rachet wrench. The
symbolism and implications are mind-blowing. As a computer scientist, I use three concepts to make
sense of it: (a) Abstraction: a physical object is made immaterial by creating a design that can be re-
modelled, refined and replicated anywhere. (b) Automation: the software and hardware stack required
(on station and ground-side) is dizzyingly elaborate and complex –and it functions correctly. (c) Col-
laboration: the technical and social networks at work span the planet and the vastness of space. In
my capacity as a researcher, I study these three universal concepts in the context of engineering com-
plex socio-technical software systems. This has lead me to get involved with research on all facets of
software engineering: formal, practical, and social.

My PhD work has been focused on managing “design-time uncertainty”, i.e., uncertainty that the
developer has about choosing between multiple design alternatives, especially in the context of en-
gineering automotive software. Tackling this problem requires novel abstraction and automation ap-
proaches. Drawing from several software engineering disciplines, such as formal verification, model-based
engineering, software specification, and model transformation, I developed formal techniques for modeling
and managing uncertainty, earning the ACM SIGSOFT Distinguished Paper Award in the Interna-
tional Conference on Software Engineering (ICSE) in 2012 [CV-6]1. I was able to transfer some of the
insights gained from uncertainty management to Software Product Line Engineering (SPLE), yielding
practical results which show sigificant potential for industrial application in the automotive industry. I
have also started studying collaborative aspects of software development, with the aim to understand
the context in which uncertainty is found and the medium in which it is best articulated.

In what follows, I summarize my recent research contibutions which were carried out with the
collaboration of my research partners, and outline my future reseach agenda.

Research Contributions
Uncertainty Management: Avoiding Premature Design Decisions. The concern for handling uncer-
tainty in software pervades contemporary software engineering. David Garlan wrote: “the reality of
today’s software systems requires us to consider uncertainty as a first-class concern in the design, implementa-
tion, and deployment of those systems” [3]. A less well-studied form of uncertainty is that which can exist at
multiple stages of the development process, where developers are uncertain about the content of their
artifacts. Specifically, they often face uncertainty (also called design-time uncertainty) about selecting
among alternative design decisions, when dealing with unclear requirements or multiple stakeholder
views, etc. The multitude of possible designs requires them to make (and keep track of) many pro-
visional decisions. In fact, the skillful management of such provisionality is a defining characteristic
of expert software designers [6]. However, existing tools do not support working in the presence of
uncertainty. This forces developers to either refrain from using their tools until uncertainty is resolved,
or to make provisional decisions and attempt to keep track of them in case they prove premature and
need to be undone. These options lead to either under-utilization of resources or potentially costly
re-engineering. To avoid these pitfalls, developers need ways to manage uncertainty in a systematic
way; i.e., ways to work in the presence of uncertainty and to only resolve it when enough information
is available. This way, development can continue while avoiding premature design comitments.

In a pilot user study we found that, when asked to articulate their uncertainty in a free-form mod-
eling scenario, people tend to explicate it within the software artifact itself, staying close to the existing
notation [CV-13]. My PhD work thus aimed at creating a framework centered around the use of par-
tial models, a formalism for representing sets of possible design alternatives while staying faithful to
the underlying language [CV-17][CV-14]. This way, the problem of managing uncertainty in software
is turned into a problem of doing model management [1] of software artifacts that contain uncertainty,
i.e. partial models. Partial models are first-class development artifacts, which allow carrying out en-
gineering tasks in the presence of uncertainty throughout the engineering lifecycle. Specifically, they
allow:

(A) Articulating Uncertainty. In my work [CV-6][CV-2] partial models are defined using proposi-

1References that follow the format [CV-n] are to be found in the attached CV.
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tional logic, exactly encoding the set of possible designs that the developer is uncertain about. Given
such a set, a polynomial-time algorithm is used to construct the propositional encoding. Furthermore, I
showed how to translate it to the concrete syntax used by the developers, regardless of the underlying
language semantics. Uncertainty points are thus explicated using annotations where a software ele-
ment is tagged as Maybe to indicate its provisional inclusion in the model. An additional propositional
“May formula” is used to explicated dependencies between the different Maybe elements. This annotative
approach was elaborated in [CV-7] where three additional formal annotations are introduced, allowing
far more expressive power, at this expense of computational efficiency. In addition to treating partial
models as a purely formal artifact, I also investigated their suitability for human communication. I
thus studied the usability of partial modeling notations with a user study [CV-13]. The findings of the
user study informed the subsequent creation of tool support for partial models. In the resulting tool,
called MU-MMINT [CV-18], partial models, and especially their May formulas are created graphically,
in order to avoid the overhead of asking users to write propositional formulas.

(B) Checking and Enforcing Properties. Using their encoding in logic, I showed how to check syntactic
properties of partial models [CV-6][CV-2][CV-7]. Specifically, given a property and a partial model
representing a set of conventional models, I defined a decision procedure that uses subsequent queries
to a SMT solver. The result is either True (all possibilities satisfy the property), False (none of them
satisfy it), or Maybe (only some of them do). Appropriate counter-examples are generated to assist the
developer in deciding what to do next. One potential such next step is to use the results of property
checking to reduce uncertainty by enforcing the property. This is done by appropriately manipulating
the May formula of the partial model, thus refining it to one that only encodes a subset of the original set.
Empirical evaluation using experiments and a case study demonstrates the feasibility and scalability of
the approach. In order to choose the most appropriate reasoning tool for partial model verification and
refinement, I conducted an empirical study, where several automated reasoners were examined using a
common benchmark [CV-16]. Checking properties of partial models allows developers to acquire early
information about the set of available choices without having to artificially remove uncertainty in order
to use a tool and without having to enumerate all possibilities.

(C) Applying Transformations. Model transformations are an integral part of model-based software
engineering. However existing transformation techniques assume unambiguous models as input and
are thus not suited to transforming models with uncertainty. In my work [CV-15][CV-5], I created a “lift-
ing” technique for adapting graph-rewriting based model transformations [2] for partial models. The
main challenge is ensuring correctness, i.e., that the result of transforming a partial model corresponds
to a set of possibilities that would be the same if we had transformed each possibility separately. I
addressed this by rethinking the semantics of transformation application, such that the May formula
of the partial model is also taken into account. An important corollary is that existing transformations
can be reused without any modification. I have proven that lifting preserves not only correctness, but
also confluence and termination, two very important properties of graph-rewriting systems. Lifting was
empirically shown to be scalable with experiments and a case study involving the Object-Relational
Mapping benchmark. Lifting allows developers to continue working with their software artifacts, e.g.,
applying refactoring, translations and refinements, while deferring the resolution of uncertainy.

(D) Systematically Making Decisions. Partial models are transient artifacts that are meant to be dis-
posed of as more information becomes available to developers. In my work [CV-6][CV-2][CV-7], the
process by which information is systematically added to a partial model has been shown to be a
language-independent form of refinement. This can be done automatically [CV-1] or manually [CV-7][CV-
18]. Each decision reduces the set of possibilities, ultimately producing the desired model or a set of
equally desirable ones.

My work on managing design-time uncertainty using partial models spans several areas of software
engineering, touching on software specification, formal verification and validation, model transforma-
tions, and usability of software notations. It shows that it is both useful and feasible to create techniques
that allow developers to articulate previously unexpressed and unmanaged concerns in a way that can
be integrated accross the software lifecycle.

Transforming Software Product Lines. Companies across a wide variety of industries, such as au-
tomotive, telecommunications, electronics, etc., typically create families of similar –but not identical–
products as a way to address the needs of a diversified customer base. Software Product Line Engineer-
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ing (SPLE) is an approach for managing the variability inherent in product families. As Model-Based
Techniques (MBT) are increasingly adopted in industrial settings [4], the combination of SPLE and
MBT provides a powerful synergy. Model transformations are an integral part of MBT; however, most
transformation techniques apply to individual products, not product families.

My work with uncertanty management has given me valuable insights about manipulating formal
artifacts used to encode sets. Specifically, my work [CV-5] on “lifting” model transformations for par-
tial models enabled transferring the lifting technique to software product lines [CV-4]. The additional
challenges of lifting graph-rewriting based transformations for product lines include handling the high-
level Feature Model (FM) and the annotations used to express the Feature Mapping between the FM and
the low-level software artifacts. Lifting for SPLE was shown to be correct (in the sense described above),
and to preserve confluence and termination of transformations. Additionally, it was extensively evalu-
ated for scalability with experiments and with a case study from the automotive domain [CV-4].

Future Outlook
As a researcher, my biggest strength is in creating interdisciplinary synergies across different fields of
software engineering research, e.g., combining formal verification with software modeling [CV-12]. Below,
I describe the synergies that shape my short and long term research agenda.

Lifting Industrial-grade Programming Languages. My work on lifting graph-rewriting based transfor-
mations for product lines [CV-4] demonstrates the feasibility of simultaneously manipulating an entire
family of products. However, industrial-grade transformation of product lines requires languages that
are orders of magnitude more complex, with constructs such as control, iteration, data structures, etc.
It is therefore necessary to go beyond simple graph-rewriting.

In the short term, I am working [CV-3][CV-8] on lifting DSLTrans, a small transformation language
that has been successfully used in an industrial automotive context [7]. DSLTrans is based on graph-
rewriting but has more advanced language constructs, and comes with support for proving properties
of transformations. DSLTrans is rich enough to implement real-world transformations, and so its lifting
has generated interest in the automotive industry. It will also be a stepping stone for lifting transfor-
mation languages like ATL [5], and ultimately full-fledged programming languages, such as Eiffel or
Java.

In the long term, my goal is to create industrial-grade variability-aware programming languages,
that will allow developers to simultaneously and correctly manipulate entire families of products at a
high level of abstraction.

Leveraging Developer Conversations To Assess Software Quality. Software development is an inher-
ently social process. For example, the first step for addressing a bug report or a feature request is to
start a conversation betweeen the stakeholders of a software project. This way, points of uncertainty in
the solution space can be identified and proposals to resolve them can be explored. However, due to
the fluid nature of such interactions, it is often hard to understand the state of the discussion and its
impact on the quality of actual software artifacts.

In my work [CV-11], the proposal to analyze uncertainty utterances in conversations is a natural ex-
tension to uncertainty management. By automatically analyzing conversations, we can create business
indicators and analytics that can help managers of software development teams assess the state of a
project, identify pain points and recommend interventions. Additionally, we can map points of uncer-
tainty to software artifacts and use uncertainty management techniques to better leverage incomplete
artifacts, while avoiding premature decisions. In the short term, I am working on validating the hy-
pothesis that utterances related to uncertainty in conversation threads can be automatically classified.

In the long term, my goal is to provide organizations and developer teams with better tools to
understand the state of their work, as well as to intervene at the intersection of their internal team
dynamics, their established process and the quality of their products.

Combining Uncertainty and Variability Modeling. SPLE techniques have proliferated in industry
to such a degree that it is now not uncommon for a company to maintain multiple product lines at
once. The increasing complexity of features, variation points and domain artifacts requires more so-
phisticated ways of expressing and reasoning with questions such as “If we include this feature, will all
products satisfy that property?”, “What are the implications of mapping this feature to that piece of code?” In



such contexts, the synergy between uncertainty and variability modeling (essentially, the combination
of existential and universal quantification over powersets of possibilities) can provide a powerful way
to articulate and reason with complicated business scenarios.

In the short term, I am working [CV-10] to classify the properties that can be checked on product
lines containing uncertainty, as well as to create a decision procedure for checking them. In the long
term, my goal is to provide organizations with the tools to engineer and maintain highly complex and
interdependent ecosystems of products.

Creating Systems of Language Modules. While the grand vision of Model-Driven Engineering to
completely replace code with models has yet to materialize, advances in Domain Specific Languages
(DSLs), Language Workbenches and Projectional Editors offer an exciting, albeit less grand, alternative
vision. In it, developers have at their disposal “composable language modules that express different
software concerns” [8]. An example of this is the combination of uncertainty and variability modeling
languages. However, even the most advanced language workbenches, such as Intentional Software
and Jetbrains MPS do not offer a comprehensive language management system.

In the short term, I am working on a mega-modeling IDE called MMINT [CV-9] which has an inter-
active metamodel management layer, that allows toolsmiths to declare, verify and enforce relationships
between DSLs. My aim is to expand this idea to full-fledged system of typed language modules. This
will lead to the creation of an interactive, highly configurable language workbench that allows prin-
cipled meta-programming. In the long term, my goal is to make modeling language design open,
exploratory and dynamic, empowering users to freely, but systematically, adapt their programming
environment to suit their needs.
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